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 TEACHERS TALK

 TEACHING AND
 LEARNING FROM
 THE BODY
 A Conversation between Susan Bordo

 and Catherine Raissiguier

 Catherine Raissiguier and Susan Bordo met when Raissiguier invited
 Bordo to give a series of lectures at the Center for Women's Studies at
 the University of Cincinnati in the late 1990s. While open to the public,
 the lectures were primarily geared for MA students in women's studies
 and were designed to function as an intensive graduate seminar.

 Bordo and Raissiguier met again in June 2008 in Lexington in Bordos
 home for this interview. Their conversation explores the tension that often

 exists between scholarly and pedagogical labor. A careful contemplation of
 her students' experiences and the reflexive analysis of her own have contin-
 ued to fuel Bordo 's theorizing and writing on the body. By linking her stu-

 dents' work and lives to her own in the space of the classroom, Bordo has
 produced a broad array of personal and theoretical reflections on the culture
 she shares with them. Such dynamic engagement has transformed Bordo 's

 writing over the years. Bordo has been inserting more and more of her per-

 sonal story into her scholarly work, she tells us, and is currendy exploring
 fiction writing as a way of addressing what she sees as the increasingly con-

 tradictory, rich, and complex world in which she and her students live.

 CR In the 1993 edition of Unbearable Weight , you open your Acknowl-
 edgements with this sentence: "It is extremely difficult for those of us

 at small colleges to find, in our heavy teaching schedules, time for
 writing." You continue with an impressive list of fellowships, grants,
 and residencies that you were able to secure and that allowed you to
 carve the mental and material space one needs to write and publish.
 Since then you have continued to negotiate that space for your writ-

 ing and you have been very successful at it. I want to start this inter-
 view by revisiting the tension you wrote about in the days you were
 teaching at Le Moyne College and working on Unbearable Weight .
 Can you go back to that time and tell me what it was like for you to
 balance the academic demands of scholarship and research?
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 TEACHERS TALK 93

 SB My first year at Le Moyne, teaching multiple, large sections and a
 three/four schedule, I would come home sometimes and literally
 scream. Yes, out loud. The sheer numbers of students, the work
 involved, and also the difficulty of making contact with them over-
 whelmed me. Whether I'm writing or teaching, if I don't feel that
 there's concrete contact being made, with a student or a reader, I
 feel... well, I guess lonely is as good a word as any. I'd leave class
 depleted, and sad - until I started having them write journals. It was
 very time-consuming, but it joined the students' work and lives with
 my own, through personal reflection on the culture that we shared. An
 awful lot of the insights that formed the basis for my early writing on

 the body came from what I discovered in my students' journals. At the
 beginning, though, when I was teaching lots of students and many
 courses, I didn't have time to write. Instead, things simmered, bubbled,

 and brewed. I listened to what my students were telling me, either in

 class or in their writing. I tore things out of magazines. I jotted stuff
 down as I was watching television or at the movies.This period of ges-
 tation, I see in retrospect, was absolutely essential to my thinking
 process, because by the time the ideas had began to consolidate them-

 selves enough to formulate into an article, it virtually wrote itself. I
 remember I had this big chart, with the word "Anorexia" at the cen-

 ter, and multiple spokes emerging and criss-crossing from it. Every
 week I could add new things - my mind was exploding with con-
 nections and discoveries - and at a certain point, there was the article!

 I just had to connect the dots and write it all down in sentences. On
 the basis of that piece, which managed (thanks to my students' jour-
 nals) to catch something in the cultural wind that had not yet been
 adequately theorized, I was able to win some wonderful fellowships
 that allowed me to leave Le Moyne for a pretty hefty period of time

 in order to develop my thinking into a book. At the same time, I par-
 layed the proposals I wrote for the fellowships into a book proposal
 that the brilliant Naomi Schneider, at University of California Press,

 immediately signed me on for. I was lucky; the timing was right. The
 ideas were in the air. And Le Moyne recognized that too. They award-
 ed me their first Endowed Professorship, which allowed me to teach
 two and three instead of three and four.

 Magical intellectual timing and generous institutional support
 were essential to my being able to integrate my teaching and my
 research. But it's also true that for me, the activity of teaching has
 always been compatible with the activities of thinking and writing.
 It's the demands on time and energy that are the chief problem. I
 know a lot of people who suffer from a different sort of problem -
 one that, to my mind, is far more creatively debilitating. Their prob-
 lem is that what they're doing as teachers takes them in one direc-
 tion, and what they are involved in as scholars takes them in another.
 That's not just a problem of time management, but a struggle for
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 intellectual and creative wholeness. I've always found, instead, that
 what I do with my students feeds my research, and vice versa. The
 problem, always, is time. When you're at a liberal arts college, as I was
 at the beginning, all you can think about, with great envy, are the
 2/2 schedules of your friends who are in research institutions. What
 I found, though, when I finally got to a research institution, is that
 it's a trade-off between sheer numbers of students and courses and

 the intensity of the relationship with graduate students. Having
 graduate students is like being a second parent. It's much more inva-
 sive in terms of your private life. The process of mentoring is much
 more extensive and exhausting - at least, the way I choose to do it.
 So I'm very selective in taking on students; I only work with stu-
 dents whose scholarship is truly creative and interdisciplinary, and
 who are willing to work with me on their writing as well as their
 ideas. I'm drawn to students who are struggling with the limitations
 of their disciplines, with various theoretical orthodoxies, and with
 their own lack of confidence, created by poor mentoring. I'm very
 conscious of how much my own early mentoring was essential to
 giving me a sense of confidence. And I see so many young writers
 who have become stifled and jammed up by academia; I want so
 much to help them blossom that I wind up overdoing it.

 CR And so Le Moyne was your first teaching position?

 SB First full-time teaching position, yes. I taught the whole time I was
 in graduate school. And then I had a little period in between my BA
 and going back to graduate school when I was what they call a "ses-
 sional lecturer," at Carleton University in Ottawa. So I had quite a
 bit of experience by the time I got to Le Moyne, but Le Moyne was
 my first "real" job.

 CR So again in the same acknowledgement you mention a seminar you
 did with Alison Jaggar, and I was wondering if you could tell me
 who were your feminist and other allies at the time, your mentors -
 people who maybe helped you to find a way to negotiate the ten-
 sion we were talking about - and how they have influenced your
 teaching?

 SB I think that the most significant influences on my teaching go back
 to graduate school really, because I had an extraordinary first men-
 tor named Pat Hill, who recently died, and to whom I pay silent
 tribute every day of my Ufe. He was the only truly Socratic "mid-
 wife'Vteacher I've known. In the classroom, a student would try to
 express some half-formulated, stumbling, idea. Pat would listen care-

 fully, then say something like: "If I hear you correctly, what you're
 saying is

 the point. The point was to find the uncut gem, the ungerminated,
 the potential for connection, no matter how inchoate, and bring it
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 into the world. In this way, he endowed everyone's ideas with high
 significance, made them a part of conversation, and encouraged
 them to believe that they mattered. I learned from Pat that the great-

 est gift your students can give you is to ask you a question that you
 can't answer. I learned to embrace, rather than fear, the limits of my

 own expertise. I learned that the connections between things are
 more important than the things themselves. I learned that the disci-
 plines are useful as artificial boundaries to explore and learn from,
 but never be limited by. I learned the importance of listening. I
 learned to respect the half-formed, the barely born, the whisperings

 of the imagination.
 Of course, we come in with a certain amount of information to

 share with our students. But unless you enter that classroom ready
 to be surprised, ready to be found ignorant, not afraid to be embar-
 rassed, you'll never have your students' trust. And your own ideas
 will get stuck in safe but ungenerative grooves. Too many teachers
 are terrified of the moment when a student asks you something you

 can't answer. But it's really the greatest opportunity a teacher can
 have - to begin to figure things out with the students, to model
 learning, to be given the chance to become an amateur again, rather
 than a "professional" this or that. That was crucial for Pat, and it's
 informed all my teaching ever since. It's also responsible for the fact

 that I'm always venturing into new fields, where I have little expert-

 ise. I'm probably the least academically identifiable scholar around.
 I meet people and they say, "Oh, I know your work. You're a sociol-
 ogist, right?" "You're an anthropologist? A literary critic?" "Just
 what are you?" I lost many a job when I was younger because my
 own discipline didn't recognize me as one of its own; "I like your
 work," I heard at many job interviews, "but is it really philosophy?"
 I think the next important piece, for me, was being a member of

 a very dispersed and intellectually diverse but emotionally unified
 group of feminist philosophers, all fighting different aspects of the
 same fight against a powerfully male-dominated and masculinist dis-
 cipline. I'm talking the seventies, here, and in those days, feminist
 philosophers were very embattled, and very much a sisterhood. Even
 though we were far-flung across the country, and some of us were
 "analytic" and others "continental," there was the sense that we were

 all participating in a unique, challenging, and idea-altering moment.
 Alison Jaggar, Judith Butler, Sandra Harding, Sandy Bartky, Nancy
 Fraser, Sally Ruddick, Iris Marion Young, to name just a few. [These
 women are] famous now, but at that time they were fighting for ideas

 that were, in many cases, not only feminist but also challenging to
 some of the basic ideas philosophers held about themselves and "our"
 discipline. By now, many of those heretical ideas - the role of the
 emotions in knowledge, the impossibility of a "view from nowhere,"
 and others - have been fully embraced by our male colleagues, but in
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 those days they were often met with scorn and condescension.
 I remember when I was in graduate school, Sandra Harding,

 who is a little bit older than me and was one of my role models,
 came to speak to the philosophy department. She talked about sex-
 ism in western science, which later became the subject of her first
 writing, and I thought she was marvelous. I was stunned to see how
 the male professors treated her with such utter disrespect. But that
 kind of response toughened us up and strengthened our resolve. And
 gave us, for a time, a real sense of sisterhood. At crucial moments,
 Sandra Bartky, Sandra Harding, Nancy Fraser, and Alison Jaggar,
 among others, made me feel that the baffled looks of male philoso-
 phers were irrelevant. That sense of being part of a group whose
 intellectual job was to break things apart, in the face of disdain and
 dismissal - to me, that's the essence of a certain kind of way of being
 in the world as a thinker. And its something that I want my students
 not to be afraid of. I want them never to feel that because someone

 says, "Oh, that's unsophisticated," or, "that's going way too far," or
 "that's too personal for an academic paper," they should back down
 and give up. Rather, I try to help them see that when somebody is
 challenging them in those ways, it may be because something new,
 disturbing, and paradigm-altering has entered the atmosphere. My
 sense of being part of a group that had important things to say, but
 that was going to have to fight its damnedest to get heard, wound
 up informing my teaching and research quite a bit because I learned
 to not expect to be part of the club, and that the most creative, gen-
 erative moments are when you're on the outside. Those are the
 moments you don't run away from.

 Here again, I'm so grateful for timing in my life. I think about
 the graduate students I have now who have the sense that they have
 nothing new to say, and of course that's not true, but they believe it
 nonetheless, because the history that they've learned is a triumphal-
 ist one that "ends" with the scholars who are teaching them. You
 know, first came the universalizing white guys, then came the essen-
 tializing feminists, then came postmodernism and transnationalism,
 which set all of it right. What's left to do except tinker, or, on the
 other hand, revert to a defense of what has been deconstructed? My
 cohort never felt that. We felt that we had so much to say that had-

 n't yet been said, and the challenge was getting people to take us
 seriously. I'm so grateful that I came of age, as a philosopher, as a
 teacher, as a thinker, at that cultural moment. I feel sorry for students
 now who feel either that everything truly important has already
 been said, or that the only way to make their mark is to rebel against
 it all: celebrate consumer capitalism, "postfeminism," etc.

 Another major influence on my teaching and scholarship was
 starting out at a small liberal arts college, which offered some unan-
 ticipated things that I believe I would not have had at a research uni-
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 versity. For one thing, it gave me a tremendous amount of freedom.
 I was hired to create courses that would be appealing to the students.
 I wasn't hired to be a researcher. I didn't have to talk the talk. In fact,

 specialized jargon and heavy theory were an impediment, because I
 had to constantly interact with people outside my discipline, and
 explain myself to people outside my field of expertise. The sociolo-
 gy and history and biology departments weren't in another building,

 but right down the hall, or downstairs. Intellectual life was interdis-
 ciplinary, team-teaching was encouraged, and effective teaching
 truly was valued. Theoretical orthodoxy was not. If I had gone
 straight to a research university, where power-language prevails and
 "enlightened" eyes roll if you use words like "nature," I'm not quite
 sure what would have happened to my thinking.

 CR And clearly your experience at a small liberal arts college also translates
 to some of the issues I want to cover later in the interview. It translates

 into a way of writing, that has been praised as being very accessible -
 not reductive, but clearly stated - which is not always the case.

 SB That connects, as well, to the drive in me to make contact, which
 itself goes way back to childhood because I grew up in a household
 where one was rarely listened to, not because my parents were strict
 or cold but because they were too wrapped up in their own depres-
 sion and anxiety. At the same time, it was hardly a silent household.
 We were not pampered children. It was not an economically privi-
 leged household, but it had a certain kind of Jewish vibrancy to it.
 There was always a lot of noise in the air of one sort or another,
 emotional, intellectual, people arguing, getting insulted, telling jokes,
 getting angry. And a lot of myth making; or, to put it less gently,
 lying. My parents never told us the truth, there was too much that
 they were ashamed of and afraid of, from their own history, which
 involved a major family scandal that I only found out about when I
 was eighteen, to taking me to the doctor, where a birthday party
 turned out to be a tonsillectomy. So I grew up with this sense that
 the world was a very unstable, untrustworthy place, which could
 turn on you in a moment, and that nothing could be taken at face
 value. The surface couldn't be trusted. I think that was the personal
 genesis both of my "deconstructive" tendencies as a thinker, and also

 my intense need to do battle against the shame and fear that keeps
 people silent about some of the most important truths of their lives.
 So when I criticize academic jargon or clubbiness or the dogmas
 that have made certain terms or ideas verboten, it's not at all ideo-

 logical for me. The desire for clarity and communication is a very
 personal, deeply felt thing. It was very distressing to me when I first
 got to graduate school to discover that what was required was pre-
 cisely the opposite of all that. You had to learn to be obscure and
 impressive, to use language to assert power rather than to make con-
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 tact. Of course, I played the game for a while. But there's no way I
 could have stayed in academia if I hadn't found a way to get out of
 that. That's why I'm so grateful that I didn't get my first job at a
 major research university. It was another one of those strokes of
 luck - and there have been quite a few in my life - that didn't feel
 lucky at the time, but that worked out wonderfully for me. On the
 basis of my dissertation, which was one of the first feminist critiques
 of seventeenth century rationalism, and some great letters, I had a
 ton of interviews, but I only got past the interview stage with very
 few places because I think that they saw, correctly, that I was really
 not a scholar. My friends protest when I say that, but I'm not being
 disingenuous, it's the way I see myself, and I'm not ashamed of it at
 all. Not now, anyway. At the time, though, I felt rejected when I did-

 n't get a job because, for example, I had written about Descartes
 using English translations rather than the original. I didn't realize
 how lucky I was to be hired by a place that was more interested in
 whether I could make Descartes come alive for students.

 At Le Moyne too, my friend Lynne Arnault, who went on to
 become director of Women's Studies there, was a big influence on
 my teaching. She had great ideas about how to make the classroom
 relevant and exciting, at a time when not that many people were
 stretching the traditional lecture/discussion format. We were always
 trying to figure out ways to make it fun, sharing our trials and tribu-

 lations with each other, brainstorming ideas, sharing our missteps
 and misgivings; it was one of those intense intellectual friendships -
 like my friendship with Patrick Hill - that nourished and changed
 both of us.

 CR It is very special, because I often find that even though we spend a
 lot of time teaching, that the classroom is often a closed space. That
 we open when we have to because someone is observing us for a
 promotion, whatever, but those occasions when we really candidly
 share flops... is not that common really.

 SB No, isn't that common.

 CR It's important.

 SB Very, very, important. It's one of the ideas at the center of the
 Federated Learning Communities, which Pat Hill created and -
 again, lucky break, because I only got the FLC assistantship because
 I had applied to grad school late, and there was no other available
 funding for me - shaped my education as a teacher. In the FLC, as
 it was originally conceived, everybody knows what everybody else
 is doing. The students take all these different courses, unified by a
 theme but not team-taught. They also have a teacher taking the
 courses with them - the "master learner." And once a week they all
 get together and process, put together what they learned that week.
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 One of the main things they learn is that the sum of all the parts is
 so much greater, richer, and more generative than any of the indi-
 vidual disciplinary pieces. And they take this challenging knowledge
 back to the classroom. True interdisciplinary work of this kind
 explodes the boundaries of the individual private classroom, and dis-
 solves the heavy Hne between expert and amateur, too.
 My interdisciplinary experiences at the University of Kentucky

 have not always been as gratifying, because expertise tends to be way
 overvalued, even worshipped at the research university. True interdis-
 ciplinarity requires the willingness to be an amateur, to wander into
 new territory where you will be puzzled much of the time.
 Academics don't like to look foolish. Well, no one does, but we have

 a special kind of phobia about being exposed intellectually. I wish we
 would just get over it. Get out of our own way, as the saying goes.

 CR At the beginning of the second part of Unbearable Weight , you men-
 tion teaching an interdisciplinary course, "Gender, Culture, and
 Experience" in 1983. Your sister, a therapist, suggested adding
 Chemins The Obsession: Reflections on the Tyranny of Slenderness. In

 that class, you stumble on the fact that "large numbers of your stu-
 dents were starving, binging, purging, and filled with self-hatred.''
 You didn't find any answers in the clinical literature that provided a
 cultural perspective on your students' experiences. I was wondering
 if you have any specific memories about that time that might have
 shaped your philosophy as well as your teaching practice?

 SB Thinking back, that may have been the first major moment in my
 teaching career, and since then there have been many of them, when
 my students have shown me what I was going to do next, what I need-

 ed to write about. In that class, I learned that beautiful, slim, fit young
 people actually hated their bodies as much as I had hated myself as a
 chubby, frizzy-haired child. I was absolutely shocked, because I knew
 that I had grown up with a lot of shame about my body, but I thought
 of this as connected to the fact that I was so outside the cultural norms.

 And I always had this image of the "other" kind of girl who had great

 hair and a slim body, who didn't look "ethnic" (read, for me: Jewish),
 and whose life was charmed. What I found when I began to teaching
 Chernin 's stuff was that nothing could be further from the truth. It was

 my students' journals that revealed the most, because in those days peo-

 ple were not yet open about this stuff in class. Stories about running,
 for example, and how "If I don't run every day, I feel like a lazy, slob-

 by, out of control mess." Or, "My thighs are so fat, I can't bear to look

 at them in the mirror. My boyfriend calls them thunder-thighs and he's

 right. They jiggle when I walk." This from a girl whose thighs, believe
 me, were far from fat. Stuff about food: "I'm trying now to diet and it's

 really, really hard. I feel as though if I just have one cookie, I'm sliding
 down the road to hell." And this was at Le Moyne, largely Polish-
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 Catholic and Italian-Catholic, working-class kids, who still had con-
 nections with ethnic traditions that value eating as a communal fami-
 ly activity, and who were close enough to the immigrant experience
 so that starvation wasn't exacdy sexy. Even with these mitigating cul-

 tural factors, such as existed for years among African American stu-
 dents, food was becoming an enemy
 Reading these entries, my first thought was, "Boy, these people are

 in worse shape then I was!" Then, the philosopher in me noticed how
 similar my students' attitudes toward their bodies were to classical
 philosophers who saw the body and its desires as the part of human
 experience that was most out of control, most chaotic, most animalis-

 tic. But of course, they were living in an entirely different cultural
 context and many of them hadn't even read Descartes, or Augustine,
 or Plato. They hadn't even learned [this perspective on the body] at
 church. So, I started to pay a lot of attention to where they were
 receiving these messages in the culture they did live in. This in itself

 was a major transitional moment for me, because it gave me permis-
 sion to apply, in my work, a knowledge and experience that was long-

 standing and intimate to my life. I've always been a pop-culture vul-
 ture; from the time I was a litde girl, I've devoured movies, television,
 and junk magazines, not only for fun but also because I found them
 fascinating in their intensity and power over our lives. But that was
 before "cultural studies," and so I never could "do anything with it" in
 my work. When I began to track the culture in the service of under-

 standing contemporary attitudes toward the body, this arena that I was

 very literate in, knowledgeable about, and extremely good at inter-
 preting, became the world of my research too. It was also the world
 that my students would constandy refer to, draw their examples from.
 So, my personal life and my work life, my teaching and my research,

 became much more integrated, much more "whole," so to speak. The
 classroom, my own personal struggles with weight, what I did when
 I was just relaxing at home, my writing. . .they became of a piece. For
 me, "cultural studies" was a natural. This, I think, hasn't been the case

 with those academics that caught the cultural studies train as an aca-
 demic specialization. They had to learn how to read images and so on,
 and very often I think they're pretty klutzy with it. They don't have

 that deep training that you get when you grow up as a pop culture
 junkie. A lot of my students are better at reading pop culture "texts"
 than the cultural studies scholars. But for me it was like coming home.
 I could look at a magazine ad and knew instinctively - well, instinct
 isn't the right word because I had learned to become literate in the
 language and codes - knew what the advertiser was going for.

 CR Once you had this kind of rounded experience...

 SB I realized that it was what was going to enable me to stay in acade-
 mia without losing my mind.
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 CR Well, let me go back to Unbearable Weight for a second. It is obviously
 now part of Women's and Gender Studies canon. It has been taught
 to many graduate and undergraduate students since its publication
 in 1995. Has the teaching success of the book affected the ways in
 which you relate to the work? Has it shaped how you now think
 about the issues and theories you address in the text? And had you
 known it was going to be used so widely for teaching, would you
 have written a different book?

 SB Oh, all those are great questions. I'll start with the last one, which is
 really hard to answer because my writing has changed so much over
 the years. If you trace my writing from Flight to Objectivity to
 Unbearable Weight to The Male Body , to one of my most recent pieces,

 "Cassie s Hair," it s clear that there is more and more of my person-
 al story in it. This has not been for the purpose of self-revelation, but

 for the purpose of connecting more intimately to readers. So from
 my present perspective, yes, if I had known Unbearable Weight was
 going to be used so widely in courses, I would have written it dif-
 ferently. At the time though, I don't think there was any other way
 I could've written the book. It was kind of a transitional book in

 that way. And I think that that's actually part of why it has been so
 successful. Those who are interested in "theory" will certainly find
 that in abundance, but students can connect with the more concrete

 (although not yet personal) examples. I think that were I writing it
 today, it would probably have a lot more in it of a personal nature,
 if only to answer the questions that inevitably come up for readers,
 especially young readers. "Is she fat? Is she thin? What is her story?"

 When I arrive on campuses to speak, I often have the feeling that
 people are checking me out in that way. Also, re-reading the book
 today, I think, "Oh my God, this language is still way too dense." I
 wouldn't call it jargon-ridden, but it's dense. I know a lot of people
 like it for that reason. They think that that makes it intellectually rig-
 orous. I personally think that anything, any respectable idea, any idea
 that's worth communicating can be presented in a way that is clear,
 straightforward, and that doesn't require a thicket of language.

 CR How have students' responses informed your work since Unbearable
 Weight , in terms of relating to the issues you weigh, to the theories
 you use?

 SB Well one thing was that those responses directly lead to the male
 body book. Talking on campuses, I encountered a lot of men who
 said, "This is all great, but, hey, what about us? We have issues too."
 And that's true - and growing more true all the time. And then, too,
 again in response to criticisms, I've taken on issues of race and eth-
 nicity directly. When the book first came out, some academics com-
 plained that it was all about white women. I knew that wasn't true,
 that what I was writing about were cultural trends that were eating
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 their way, so to speak, though every population. When people criti-
 cized me for "ethnocentrism," I thought, "Just wait. If you don't see

 it now, you will." But I also realized that it was an issue I had to be
 clearer about. I think this inevitably happens when we write. There
 are things that we feel will be obvious to a reader, and it's only after
 the article or book comes out that we realize how much we may
 have taken for granted that requires clearer, more extensive explana-
 tion. There were a number of, I would say, implicit arguments in
 Unbearable Weight that I felt I had to make explicit in my work after
 Unbearable Weight. My most recent pieces on eating disorders are
 called "Not Just a White Girl's Thing" and "The Globalization of
 Eating Disorders." For me, those are not new ideas; but they are ideas
 that I realized had to be made more explicit, and more rigorously
 argued for than in Unbearable Weight.
 But much has changed, too, in teaching students about these

 body issues. I've noticed, just in the last few years, not so much with
 my graduate students but among my younger students, a tremendous
 resistance to talking about these issues. When I first started to do it,

 people were nervous, but tremendously relieved to have these issues
 out on the table. Now I'm finding students can be both bored and
 defiant; it's like, "Oh! That stuff. . .that old stuff! I don't want to talk

 about that old stuff. Oh my God, is she gonna go into that feminist
 stuff about the body?" They don't want to talk about eating disor-
 ders, or cosmetic surgery, or the power of images in their lives.
 Partly, it's because they are already quite knowledgeable about it all,
 but also and more deeply, they don't want to be asked to put them-
 selves at a critical distance from the culture. They want to be a part
 of it, to follow its directives and to reap its rewards; they don't want

 that taken away from them. Because they know this - not critical
 awareness - is the route to success. It was different in the eighties and

 nineties, when students had been privately suffering and found sud-
 denly that there was a way to publicly talk about it without shame.
 Now, my students, for the most part, don't feel the struggle to be
 beautiful and fit as suffering. It's become so normative, and so much

 a part of the texture of their everyday lives: "Go to the gym, don't
 eat that, don't eat this." It's part of the routine of everyday life.

 CR But they feel that they know about it. . .

 SB That's exacdy right. You put it very well. They feel that they know all
 there is to know about it. So there's no reason to study it. Of course
 they know about it, in the most superficial way, but it doesn't matter,

 they feel that they're experts in it, and they want to be left alone to
 put that expertise into practice. It's one of the reasons that I don't
 enjoy doing cultural criticism the way I used to; it feels - pardon the

 expression - like pissing in the wind. It's not that I expected my books

 or anyone else's to transform the culture, mind you. But I could feel
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 something happening in the classroom, and in individual peoples
 emails. Now it seems we re in a different cultural moment and criti-

 cism of our body obsessions is constandy being disabled in all kinds of

 ways. I find I have to be very subversive about it all. So, I don't do
 courses about "the body" anymore. I do things like "Television
 Culture from Ozzie and Harriet to The Real World " and squeeze it in
 through the back door. I've learned where their resistances are, and my

 teaching has changed to accommodate them.

 CR I remember having a conversation in the 1970s with a woman in my
 consciousness-raising group in my hometown in the south of
 France. She had just confessed that the reason she had bought the
 newly translated Our Bodies , Ourselves was because it included inter-

 esting tips on dieting. Later, when I was teaching at the University
 of Oregon, a young Teaching Assistant made her case about her
 request to teach a body course by saying, "I will pack them in" and
 continued to explain that many of her students were fascinated by
 body issues, dieting, and fashion. Is this something that, as feminist
 teachers we have to worry about? Might the feminist focus on bod-
 ies, appearance, and looks reinforce the dominant cultural impera-
 tive to attach women to the body and body matters? If you see this
 as an issue, how do you deal with it in the classroom?

 SB I don't think I've ever seen body issues as "women's issues." I've
 always taught body issues as a way of looking at culture through the

 body. So, for me the feminist part of it is a piece of it, but by no
 means the whole thing. I try very hard in my classes to make sure
 that there are men in there, and that we spend as much time talking
 about male bodies, the racialization of the body, the commodifica-
 tion of bodies, as we do about issues that especially touch women.
 But we're talking about the students here. Within academic intellec-
 tual culture, depending on what discipline you're looking at, there is
 still some dismissal of courses that deal with bodies as kind of soft

 stuff. Unless, of course, it's heavily theorized. The more theory-
 heavy it's gotten, the more top-heavy, so to speak, the more
 respectable it's become. And of course, the more theoretically top-
 heavy it is, the farther you are away from the body. It's incredibly
 paradoxical that the study of something so concrete, so fleshly, so
 material , should have become so abstractly theorized in so many dis-

 ciplines. So I think, well, that's sort of a roundabout way of getting
 to something about your question.

 CR So obviously your writing is connected to social change. I sense
 from your reading your works that a big part of what is moving you

 is providing some answers to your students, to the culture around us.
 I kind of sense a little bit of pessimism. . .

 SB Yes, oh definitely. (Laughing.)
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 CR So, can you talk a little bit about how we can effect change? It real-
 ly struck me, how you were talking about the difficulty of doing cul-
 tural studies now, and feeling effective. How does that manifest itself

 in other parts of your work, in relation to social change?

 SB I've gone through a few different stages. For a long time teaching
 was the most important vehicle for me. Then I began to feel that
 really, I was doing much more as a writer and that my students
 learned more from just reading my books than from having me in
 the class, and I should just be writing and publishing and let other
 people teach my stuff. Right now, I'm feeling very disenchanted
 with doing any kind of cultural criticism. I still say yes when invit-
 ed to campuses, but it's getting more and more depressing, because
 I feel as though I've been saying the same things in different forms
 over and over and over for the last fifteen years, and what more is
 there to say? It really isn't an intellectual thing. It isn't about, "Will
 my work change anything?" I don't operate on that ambitious a
 level. But the concrete process of writing requires some sustaining
 sense that what you do matters. In our current cultural climate of
 "whatever," cultural criticism doesn't seem to matter anymore. It just
 falls into a big pit with all the other paper. And that has taken the
 heart out of it for me.

 But I can't live without creative outlets. So, I've started to exper-
 iment with writing a novel. I have always felt, even before I became
 disenchanted with cultural criticism, that that kind of discourse can-

 not get at certain ideas or truths, because there's always a level of
 generality to it that is very useful and satisfying, but that cannot cap-
 ture the particularity of experience. Especially in an age that seems
 so full of contradictions, so much hope and so much despair, so
 many lies and so much information, so much that is changing and
 so much that is stuck, the argument form - even an argument that
 takes paradox and contradiction into account - doesn't feel to me as
 though it is able to capture life as it is lived today in the way that I
 want to try to do it. I've tried to learn some skills, by taking a fic-
 tion-writing course. But I have no background in this whatsoever,
 so in a way it's pure arrogance to imagine that I could do it. But I'm
 still driven by that desire to speak the thing that hasn't been spoken

 yet, and I no longer feel that I can do it in the form of cultural analy-
 sis. Perhaps, though, in the form of characters that, to at least some

 readers, might be recognizable in a way that they haven't experi-
 enced before. . .

 CR Have you ever been interested in memoir?

 SB I've thought of it. In fact, my agent and several editors have urged
 me to write a memoir, but I can't, because I just will not expose my
 friends and family in that way. In a memoir, the most interesting
 things I have to write about are precisely those things that I won't
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 write about. I know that some people who have written memoirs
 would say "You're a writer, get past it." But I can't. And its very-
 frustrating to me, because there are things about my life that I've
 wanted very much to write about. The thing is, it's not just my life.
 So I think about that novel. And I'm about to sign a contract

 with Houghton Mifflin for an entirely different project, on Anne
 Boleyn - another alliance, for me, with the concrete and particular.
 I may not be able to write directly about my own life, but I can
 sneak a lot of stuff in through fiction, and history.

 CR I just want to end with something we talked about off the record. In a
 recent essay for Hypatia (2005) you write about adopting your daugh-
 ter at fifty-two. In the essay, you address ethical and political issues con-

 nected to the adoption process, in particular in the case of cross-racial
 adoptions. Is there anything about this experience that has or will
 inform your teaching, particularly in terms of the body experience?

 SB One of the ways having Cassie has shaped my teaching - besides pro-
 viding many terrific anecdotes about gender-normalization and
 broadening my pop culture repertoire to include Josh and Drake - is
 I wind up spending a lot of time with my graduate students talking
 about motherhood, adoption, and whether to wait or do it soon (as
 the culture now prescribes). It's amazing how many conversations
 that start out about something else wind up going there. Many of
 them have read the Hypatia piece and are relieved by it, and by the
 concrete evidence, right before their eyes, as Cassie comes home
 from school and jumps into my lap during an at-home seminar, that
 (as one of them put it) "I really don't have to do it right away!" So
 that's one way that it's affected my teaching; I talk a lot more about
 parenting. I also am a lot more informed when I talk about hair, skin
 and body normalization; in fact, I'm shocked at how ideological my
 ideas on that used to be. (I've written about this in a piece called
 "Cassie's Hair"). I think that my students tend to see me now as a
 vindication of the possibility of doing it against script, whether it's
 delaying parenting, or going back to school late in life, or reconsti-
 tuting after nervous breakdowns, or dropping out of school for fair-
 ly long chunks of time (all of which I did). They see that at least one
 of their teachers has broken the rules and is sitting there a fairly happy

 whole person, and I think that that's something that matters to them.
 It has particular meaning for them because - and it always startles me
 to discover this - before they get to know me personally, they've
 developed this picture of me as some kind of academic rock star. This
 is both flattering and unnerving. My personality is very anti-hierar-
 chical, and if anyone tries to put me on some kind of pedestal, my
 immediate impulse is to step down off it or to get them up there, too.
 However, I've also discovered it gives me a lot of useful power. I
 would never pretend for a moment that I haven't been enormously
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 lucky, in my career and in my late-life parenting. I hate this whole
 Oprah ideology, "All you have to do is want it enough and anything
 is possible." Not. But yes, you can at least give yourself a little bit of
 room to play with the slightly different routes to getting what you
 would like out of life other than what seems to be laid out for you.
 They don't have to get married at twenty-five, or have a child by 30.

 They don't have to do the graduate school thing exactly as pre-
 scribed. If they're in English they don't have to align themselves with

 a period and a country. If they want to do an interdisciplinary disser-
 tation, find the right mentor and fight the fight.
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